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Okun, Leonid Issakovich 
 
1.00 Born  1929 in Minsk. Father was a Party member, worked originally as shoe 

maker. Then became a bureaucrat in city government. Mother worked in textile 
factory. Had older sister [died in Israel], a younger sister and an older brother. 

 
1.05 Even as child sensed the fear brought by purges of late ‘30s. 
 
1.06 When war started, bombing of Minsk began immediately. Father and older sister 

in Moscow on visit. Older brother joined army. No announcements, no 
preparations, organization. People looted food from stores. 

 
1.12 Germans entered city 28 June 1941. One hundred Jews hanged in first days. 

Leonid saw hanging. 
 
1.16 Describes how Germans gathered men 18-65 and Soviet POWs at lake within city 

limits. Divided by nationalities. Some sent to camps. Some released. 
 
1.20 First ‘pogrom’ occurred in July. Many Jews killed. Then organized ghetto. Within 

two months, 120,000 Jews gathered in ghetto. Each day Germans marched 
specialists to work. 

 
1.22 In 1942 Germans brought Jews from Hamburg. Set up in separate area within 

ghetto. 
 
1.26 Leonid worked making suitcases for Germans. Learned German quickly from his 

rudimentary knowledge of Yiddish. 
 
1.30 Later worked at ‘Kroll’ factory carrying cement bags. 
 
1.32 Mother decided to save at least one from family. Gathered valuables and gave 

them to a Russian woman from outside ghetto as payment for taking Leonid and 
either sheltering him or bringing him to partisans. 

 
1.33 Russian woman took Leonid to woods, early in 1942. Found 3 partisans. Given 

tasks returning to ghetto and performing various missions inside ghetto – carrying 
messages, radio equipment. Helped many ghetto inmates , mostly doctors, leave 
for partisans – at instructions of partisans. But they did not let him bring own 
family out. 

 
1.47 In ghetto built hiding places for neighbors. Was paid in food for his work. 
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1.52 Describes pogroms in which Jews loaded into trucks and gassed inside. Many in 
his family killed this way. 

 
[break] 
 
2.01 Two partisans were Jewish – Belsky unit and Zorin unit – about 2,000 persons. 
 
2.10 Returns to ghetto discussion. Discusses relations with Hamburg Jews, Judenrat. 
 
2.16 Notes that individual German soldiers would warn certain Jews they had perhaps 

grown to know of impending ‘pogroms’. Pogroms organized by Germans but 
many Belorussians, Ukrainians and and Latvians participated. Latvians were 
particularly cruel. 

 
2.26 Discusses his return to ghetto from partisan group in order to bring mother out. 

On entering, told by friends to hide, that he is being sought. Also told that mother 
and sister had just been hanged. Then saw their bodies hanging. Ran back to 
partisans – without looking at mother’s face. 

 
2.28 Discusses partisan operations, German attacks. 
 
2.32 Joins group of Soviet army intelligence agents which was parachuted into partisan 

territory. Served as guide. Describes operations. 
 
2.38 At age 14 was awarded important medals.Wounded 6 times during war – Fought 

up to East Prussia. 
 
2.40 After Minsk liberated, heard father alive. They meet. Doesn’t know fate of 

brother. 
 
2.42 Returns to discussion of partisan experience.  Discusses life in Jewish partisan 

unit, Zorin. 
 
2.55 Discusses Belskiy Jewish unit. 
 
2.56 Discusses his return to Minsk – meetings with relatives. 
 
2.59 Attends maritime school. Serves on ships 1948-49. Later works as electrician. 

Says after war, authorities often doubted he had served so heroically because of 
his youth. 

 
3.04 Discusses Jewish life in Minsk before war. Use of Yiddish. 
 
3.08 Discusses organization of ghetto, ghetto routine, ‘pogroms’. 
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3.17 Returns to discussion of partisan experiences; question why there were there were 
Jewish partisan units; anti-Semitism the experienced.  

 
3.26 Again discusses service with Soviet army intelligence group in 1944. 
 
3.31 Discusses again post-war period. He gets investigated by KGB – because of 

housing deal with person who was revealed as German collaborator during war. 
Imprisoned for 2 years. Later, worked as technician in Opera theatre. Later 
became technical director. Faces anti-Semitism. Decides to leave for Israel. One 
son also in Israel. One remained. 

 
    END OF TAPE 
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